UNRIVALED JOURNEYS BY RAIL
ACTIVITIES
Unique all-inclusive Journeys by Rail travel
on 21,000 miles of track throughout the US and
into Canada, with Amtrak or other railroads,
Fine amenities, deluxe bedrooms having full
bathrooms, complimentary beverages, exquisite
dining, impeccable hospitality, superb scenery,
and endless off-car activities offer unforgettably
unique, one of a kind vacations.
Up to several elegant sleeping, lounge and
dining cars traveling together provide optimum
vacation enjoyment, equal to the few equivalent
foreign trains; and, fares are lower.
Cars park at initial and/or final stations, and
layover at en-route destinations where they are
dropped off by one and picked up by another
train to travel on to different appealing ‘ports of
call’. Passengers live on board during layovers
while enjoying a choice of local experiences.
There are no comparable train or other allinclusive vacations in the USA; if anywhere.

ENDLESS ACTIVITIES
Amtrak, the alternative rail service, makes
brief station stops. Passengers have no time to
enjoy off train activities or attractions unless
they move to and from hotels.
Journey by Rail passengers live in luxurious
cars during layovers at intriguing places where
adventurous or tranquil things to do and diverse
historical, cultural or natural attractions can be
enjoyed. There is no need to move to a hotel.
Seasonal, theme and uncommon Journeys by
Rail feature food, music, recreational and other
distinctive special events and experiences.
Tracks to Adventure™ tours offer everything
from outdoor adventure to Broadway shows. No
other vacation provides such a variable choice
of things to do, while en-route or parked during
layovers at urban, rural and remote locations.
There are scheduled or impromptu individual
or group off-car experiences for everyone.
Shuttle services go to and from attractions.

FEATURES, SOME OF MANY
Dining, ‘Tenderloins En-route’ cuisine
Pre-departure, personal menu requests
Open seating, or make a reservation
A snack at any time of the day
Take-out picnic basket
Chocolate treats
An off-car regional specialty dinner
Beverages, complimentary
Spirits, wine, beer and non alcoholic
Pre-departure, personal beverage requests
Afternoon tea (coffee) and pastries
Later evening, bedtime aperitifs
Accommodations, blissful sleeping
Up to king size and optional twin beds
24 hour room service
Nightly turn-down service, as desired
Wifi and television, with topographic limits
Full private bathrooms (with showers)
Mini bar, safe and finest bath products
Unobtrusive, gracious, impeccable service

“The privileged, inclusive way to fully experience America’s grandeur, history, diversity and natural attractions”

